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ABSTRACT 

 

Can you identify yourself whatever you want? This has been some of the kinds of questions recently every broad 

human with an amazing mindset ought to be informed about it is a matter of recognition as well as the rights we 

all cherish. In a World getting more integrated perhaps where ideals of liberalism brought to the front pages by 

the Laws of Our countries over a uniform platform be it the United Nations and other international organs that 

function uniformly for the wellbeing of the people around is a matter of how to enforce them, conditions conducive 

to the well-being of the individuals are created, recognized and upheld by Law hence it creates a sense of 

camaraderie. 

 

It is amicably recognition or identification that poops out for ideal humans to enforce them , the Laws in hand 

made by the Legislature despite the various political statements which are believed to be dissatisfactory to a 

certain group of people in a Democracy it has become a sense of that chaos which are meant to be embedded inside 

us for as long as mankind lives , the socialists , Republicans , the far right liberalists and whatever sort of how 

people identify their political standpoint aiming at the ideology they chose in other way which are believed to be 

hurting the sentiments of others however liberty calls for tolerance and it has become that one unifying factor that 

allows people to choose their ways of lives , their freedom of expression , profession , movement and etcetera 

wherein the philosophers and the sophisticated civilized men and women owing to the origin and the existence, 

conflicted over what is inalienable and thus at a pin fall the Law and the Liberty have come so far to conflict 

wherein Liberty triumphs allowing every mankind to decide what theory he believes to be true and align 

thereafter . 

 

''When the Elephants fight, the grass gets trampled'', in a situation where the conflicting parties battle over the 

ideologies sidelining the people in the House, Gender recognition becomes a severe question in hand. It is 

reasonable for the Liberals to enforce their ideology and creates the scene of freedom however had the liberals 

gone too far with this? This comment has put more on the existing Governments and the incumbent presidents 

one way or the other the rights are awarded to everyone despite the happenings and the political upheavals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Considering the system of governance and order in place, Gender identification perhaps self-identification can’t be 

granted in the first place, be it a Christian state or other religious state in fact a boy is considered a boy and can never 

change to a girl or other gender thereafter. In the present day this is much about the culture and the tradition, the judiciary 

is put to clearly interpret the laws and the legislature are way not far to be nowhere questionable making laws that 

challenge the order of the society.  

 

The notion of being a member of the LGBTQI+ was unacceptable in fact unheard, it was meant to be kept secret for the 

benefit of everyone in the society otherwise they would be given sorts of unpleasant names and a rejection, in the ancient 
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world before the ages of Renaissance in Europe the Holy Bible nevertheless mentioned a practice of Sodomy in which the 

Almighty God in the times of Abraham punished the city of Sodom and Gomorrah, it was further seen as ungodly and a 

punishable offence. God made man and Woman to multiply the World that’s the Law of the Creature. Whatever laws we 

make today must put into considerations some of these before ratification. Gender identification could be referred to as a 

process of identifying oneself differently not by the gender one is assigned to during birth, example ‘A ‘who was born 

with male organs decided to change his gender to one that suits the best maybe to a girl.  

 

With utmost sincerity that the laws are twisted hence the society might be exposed to a terrible system that may affect the 

root and the ground on which we stand , granting total liberty to everyone as John Stuart Mills , a renowned libertarian 

says ‘’he who does that hurts him is acceptable but doing that which hurts the society is unacceptable’’, from the historical 

ground the gender identification may be looked upon as a structure which allows individual liberty hence the law is thus 

compelling however does it affect the society ? Clearly the society adopts and with time it becomes the tradition, the 

notion is the laws are put in place to protect individuals and society at large. Therefore it is the law which allows for 

gender identification to thrive citing some reasons thereof on behalf of the minority groups as part of the rights enshrined 

in the constitution , in the United states Gender recognition or the self-identification was considered an issue , the people 

were looked upon as sick people in turn the society underestimates the powers of the laws , there has become that twist 

when the society is in a battle with the law which allows liberty , that is when the liberalism is in a battle with the 

traditionists.  

 

In the case of Lawrence Vs Texas 2003 , The supreme court of the United states in a ruling , the jury decided in favor of 

the Gay community it was as a result of the long battles fought , the law won and the structured system failed to control the 

law this time , similarly on demanding full recognition in the case  of Obergefell vs Hodges for an issuance of a marriage 

license thus recognition of same sex marriage in the United states , all this is proving how the law is contemporary and 

every statement can be interpreted in different ways by the judiciary on different grounds and occasions , the word ‘’equal 

protection by the law ‘’, delivered so much moreover landmark judgements right from the emancipation , allowing 

women to vote , ban on segregation in the United states , same sex marriage and so on , this is an umbrella term which 

encompasses all groups of people and thus the influence keeps on. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

LITERAURE REVIEW 

 

In an article pulished in 2023 , Munroe Bergdorf is a renowned transmodel aspiring to transform the prevailing system to 

allow young transgender models to feel proud of their identities , she celebrated altogether when the Scottish parliament 

passed the bill for self idenetifcation . The prevailing cirucmstances happen to be somewhat traditional and the ressearch 

is to bridge the gap and inform it is altogether fine , gender identification is within the purview of the ''equal protection of 

Law ''. 

 

In the recent years, The Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women was astonishing 

where the women movement accomplished so much wthin the last end of the 20th century and the first half of the 21st 

century , today discrimination against women is not something to be afarid of , the identity of women and their dignity is 

cherished this questioned the law , as long as the women structure falls within the purview of the equal protection of law 

that means other gender identities can hold upto the limit and demand the same rights as women and children are given  

strictly the advocates on gender identitcation managed so far to have the trangender on pages of all the forms to be filled 

thus acknowleging their existence, it would be revolutuonary when  other gender identities are looked upon as minorites 

rather a poroblem . The discrimination enshrined in the Constitutuon of most countries around the globe , be it Inida and 

the United states there should not be discrimaintion on the basis of gender , race , caste , religion , class this sort of kind 

trying to fight discrimaintion on all terms to create a peaceful society . In the case of Brown VS Board of Education 

1954 , the Supreme court of the United States invalidated laws that proved to be discriminatory perhaps segregative and 

allow blacks and whites not to be divided rather live in an equal society treated as one people not separate .. 

 

Research Questions And Hypothesis 
Among the topics mostly discucssed on National Television and the widely criticised ones among the youths and the 

elders in the Parlimant happened to be the gender identities which emerge so fast to an extent where there are bundreds of 

them , not one or three , it is in hundreds . To mianly address the issue this research constitutes several questions to address 

gender identities  

 

Q.1 What does the Law says about gender identitcation ? 

Q.2 Can you identify yourself whatever you want ? 
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Q.3 What is the effect of the gender identification on the society and children ? 

Q.4 Why not limit the gende to male, female and transgende ? 

Q.5 Are the liberals overarcching gender identification ? 

 

The research is intended to answer these bunch of quesions, to clear out the doubts on your take on gender identities 

.Addressing the answers thereof , the final shot and overall expectation and the outcome of the result is to address the 

society in a liberal manner and sort of giving everyone the rights and not interfere with others enjoyment of their rights , 

this is intended for us to have a society where everyone is cherished moreover im writing this resrach in a society where 

gender identity is guaranteed by law subject to limitation. In a wider context the entirety of the research is find out where 

the liberalism is subsituting traditonal ideas .These questions would be addressed generally rather simulatneously . 

 

RESEARCH APPROACH 

 

The thorough scrutiny behind the elimination of the ideology that flourishes in the most amazing moment in the History of 

Mankind is more likely to be provocative in resolving the series of problems we all face today. The Law and the ideology 

of Liberty introduced so far influenced how the World perceive Gender and the Recognition of the different genders 

altogether. The problems that arose in the past history of mankind had been shaped and different theories are tolerated 

today for the wellbeing of mankind , It is not a question of ‘Why the Law and Liberty influences Gender recognition’, it is 

how the Law and Liberty influence Gender Recognition and in what ways , Positively acknowledging the effects that 

arise is all fair in a structure that allows Humans to discover themselves giving them the liberty to decide what to do with 

their bodies and the right approach to seek a recognition towards a gender not assigned to them in birth , when the radical 

liberalists sought for a neutral society at birth it became sort of a conflict with the conservatives ,the Christian groups and 

other traditionalists well the main purpose after all is acknowledging that the World is more integrated and Liberty is the 

main aspect for everyone here to rediscover the inner self and the externalities out of a range of a structure aftermath .  

 

The Data from the United Kingdom on Gender Recognition outlines everything that is believed to be liberal and the 

freedoms therefore, the Law in fact becomes a tool, a written form of rule by the state for regulating the behavior and 

conduct of mankind, it is in the midst of this broad theory that influences the Gender notwithstanding the other side of the 

story, every role claimed so far is to resolve the outstanding problems. It is the law in other hands that impact every aspect 

of our lives including the gender. 

 

Data Collection  

This research is entirely part of a well reversed version of some sorts of qualitive and quantitative Secondary Data further 

structured on books and the live commentary from the authors and discussions were the basis for the data which I 

technically chose to be the grounds to back up some of the ideas which I support on this topic and the problem which the 

research intends to solve thus recognition of individual genius as the Americans do, way up to the law created to uphold 

Human Liberty and allow Individuals triumph.  

 

Qualitative Data  

Argumentatively the activists on gender identities and recognition recently pooped out in number however the first 

transgender model Munroe in the United Kingdom over a statement given by her expressed how it is like to be a 

transgender and how the Law foresees Gender recognition in that part of the World carte blanche identities and the 

recognition steps this will create a society where everything have got to be updated well it is alright for a certain liberals 

however the influence behind the law and liberty will be unnecessary changes in the institution ., the law and liberty in 

fact give triumph to everyone to identify themselves whatever they want complying with the necessary procedure of 

recognition however what came out was by Nicole Gibson who argued there should be a limit to gender identities and 

there shouldn’t be carte blanche in this scenario , where the law and the liberty allow for carte blanche identities and the 

recognition steps this will create a society where everything have got to be updated , it is right for certain group of liberals 

however the influence behind the law and liberty will impact unnecessary changes in the institution. 

 

Quantitative Data  

Looking from a point where the odds are in favor of the Liberals and the law makers are in all ways there to pass any bill 

considering the rights of the people including The LQBTQI+, the structure showed three[3] years ago when suddenly 70+ 

children in the Town of Briton in the United Kingdom decided to identify themselves as’ non-binary gender’ thus 

somehow Piers Morgan, a prominent journalist in the United Kingdom expressed concern over the influence .  

 

The Research focused entirely on interviews and surveys made in the last two months by a group of students and I was 

there to witness the influence of the Law and Liberty in the lives of the youths, when the survey named ‘’Had the liberals 
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gone too far to consider 100 gender identities '’. Most of the people expressed their concerns on what is coming next 

owing to the devastating effects of the law in place today. On the other hand, liberty is perceived as inalienable rights and 

whatever was given came out to ensure humans develop their potentials fully.  

 

DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 

 

The collection of the data, the sum of the odds and the words given by eminent people however every aspect today 

whatever the agenda, it should considerably be placed putting on the table the overall consideration and recognition of the 

people, the Law is there to protect everyone thus the constitution of most Democratic nations has a provision for equality 

and non-discrimination. Reference to the data collected , law played significant roles in the past as well today to shape 

ourselves hence the ideology behind the liberalism flourishes considering individual potential , Dambisa Moyo gave a 

data comparing the Western Democratic Module and the Chinese Module , the emphasis was on the range of Democracy 

in the lives initially starting off from the income structure and individual potential when the laws are not in odds it 

becomes a right time for one to elect his leader . More approach is seeked for secondary data brought henceforth by 

liberals over interviews, pro non-binary gender activists and very recently when the notion given was proved by an 

Australian girl who decided to identify herself as a cat, attributing the behavior of the feline. Secondary data further 

structured on books and the live commentary from the authors and discussions were the basis for the data which I 

technically chose to be the grounds to backup some of the ideals I support on this topic and the problem which the 

research intends to solve thus recognition of individual genius as the Americans do , way up to the law created to uphold 

human liberty and allow individuals triumph . 

 

Interpretation  
The status of the society is dependent to uphold its ideals , the law is intend to protect social morality and from the other 

way round there are societies around the world whose take on gender identifcation cannot be compromised brutality 

suvbjecting them to punishments , this is dependent on one country over the other however due to the advocacy the peoles 

atitudes are becoming to chgange perhaps the different identities happen to be among us , some at our houses , the 

neigboring and within the society and the change that happens is as a natural one ,In the Modern West despite all the 

denounciation the society is healing and the law has eased the restrictions on them though not fully but a little bit their 

actions are freely practised and allowed becoming a celebrated day for all the people of the LGBTQI+. 

 

What is so concerining is to indulge the children ? We are educated that the kids are innocent and they never know what 

they are doing whatever action is taken by a mior  should never count , despite the knowledge the trans activists are on 

the run to allow persons of 16 years to identitfy whatever they want , their take might be so harmful and damaging as well 

. This is due to the misinformation that is passed to the  minors thus the bill was blocked , Piers Morgan treated all these 

actions as nonsense when several kids decided to identify themselves as non binary gender . In not a matter of 

suppression, the liberal ideals are embedde inside us though the overarching actions of them are conditioning everyone to 

take a shot , the limitation on gender identities is not a point to discontinue the actions of different people , a transabled 

person is a different person from a non binary person and well , this is amazing the gender identities account upto the 

hundred [100]  or whatever study comes out to suggest over identities it is all live and kicking as long as there are people 

within this minority group . The Law infact should treat every minority group equally and the take on disabled people is 

no more different from the other gender identities . 

 

Ethical Consideration  
In a traditonal state [Religion] , The notion as to the other identities never account and perhaps likely to be blocked , in the 

middle East the traditional Islamic states and the Northern African countries where the practice of Islam is on its high and 

the state never compromises on anything that may be detrimental to the Quran . Similary we are studying two different 

parts of the World and the ethics behind the constitution and the Governments take on each other , in a secukar state where 

there is no official religion , the liberty is guaranteed thus the harm principle of John Stuart Mills comes in , in the Harm 

Principle written by John Stuart Mills , ''Doing that which harms you is acceptable but that which harms the society is 

unacceptable'' this is still followed today by most liberal states .  

 

Unleasing individual liberty and protecting the individual and the society becomes the role of the Government , the take 

on gender identification happens to be welcomed by the liberal states despite the limitations but doesnt prove it is not 

happening , unlike the Islamic countties the FIFA World cup 2022 in Qatar was an event which followed the Harm 

principle of John Stuart Mills , every member of the LGBTQI+ or whatever identity was welcoemd and they were free to 

do whatever they want as long as it never harms the society , it was revolutionary as it clearly consider the Harm Principle 

in such moments and communities . 
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FINDINGS /RESULTS 

 

DISCUSSIONS  

It is believed to be uncertain when the church conflicted its deals with the liberal thinkers, while grouping them under an 

umbrella term as the church whereas I refer to all sorts of people following the religion that completely bans the practice 

of gender identification as opposed to the ideal where everyone is free to choose the gender.  

 

In 2019 a tough debate went on for months by different organizations in which Good Morning Britain channel was 

prominent, there arose questions as to gender identification, recognition and expression and how liberty is responsible for 

all sorts of things. It was argued how it affects the children who could see it as something funny, telling a kid you can 

identify with whatever you want looks arcane hence in a town of Briton in the United Kingdom many identified 

themselves as Non-Binary that was because kids always look upon them lightly. 

 

As opposed to each other, LGBTQI+ Activists sighted liberty as an inalienable right guaranteed by the constitution after 

all it is an ideal in which the western civilization was born, the different groups are therefore given equal rights and every 

law in place is for the well-being of humanity. Recently the Scottish parliament passed a bill to reduce the age of 

transgender people to 16[Sixteen] this sparked a protest when it was blocked by the Ministers of the United Kingdom 

Parliament , the law significantly played a role whereas a wise creature would definitely question where is the individual 

liberty we all chant , why deny the liberty to take the necessary transition procedures or whatever thus it gives the 

opportunity and a platform to make it more clear how the Law functions and the constitution in general , In a democratic 

nation everybody believes the constitution is the supreme law of the Land it provides a guideline for running the affairs of 

the Government , individual liberty is enshrined , prescribes rights and duties , the powers of Government and etcetera , it 

is obvious that the law is supreme to deny the fundamental rights to individuals in some occasions well broadening the 

liberal idea to be way greater than the constitution is missing the point in a sense where law gives in liberty and liberty 

allows you to do that which is prescribed , When Roe Vs Wade judgement was overturned and many women were 

denied the right to abortion subject to scrutiny it has become so concerning in the United States , this moral here is to give 

an insights on how the Law is supreme . In every sense the World is witnessing gathering all the pieces of information and 

the transformation therefore the different types of gender are emerging, as contrary to the old tradition, Today there are 

more than 100 genders, it is hugely influenced by the Law and the ideal of liberty which we all cherish, we can’t defy 

Liberty and the critics however are on the point never to suppress individual liberty, thus we stand at a point or a stage 

where most of the critics are left with little if not much to express about the kinds of gender that emerge. 

 

It is stipulated over a long running discussion after all the upheavals, the Governments in most countries have notified to 

adopt the laws on gender recognition backed by the Law, in a Democracy the rights of Minority are guaranteed by the 

state and rather this should be treated sensitive rather an issue. The Gender recognition debate turned out to be 

astonishing, in a country where members of the LGBTQI+ are troubled so much, denied and left with no more choices 

some resorted to committing suicide and others decided to leave on a hide never revealing their true gender identity, 

whereas others are subject to public brutality after knowledge. It is a matter where the State has to intervene hence the 

Law is in force to back most of the actions in the past it was never taken into consideration despite the number of Great 

minds in the West , contemporary West proved to be more liberal with Great thinkers and leaders with amazing ideas 

today in the Modern World many members of the LGBTQ+ are being given the rights despite some constraints and it is 

resolved and looked upon as a matter of right as girls and women are denied access to Education in the past , the Modern 

World allows everyone to work it encourages consumption to drive the Economy thus the consumer price index is 

expected to remain constant although a little rise every member in the society is expected to earn the average annual salary 

as in the case of the United States 54,132 Us dollars including the members of the LGBTQ+ community , the Government 

did pretty well in regard to thoroughly involve and advocate to the common cisgender people about gender and 

significantly they are getting accepted thus the impact of the Law adopted in place .  

 

The Pro Liberal thinkers despite the criticisms following are desperate to pass every bit of information to every person on 

Earth , when given the platform to raise their voices as they do it is more important to advocate that sex and gender are two 

different terms mostly used synonymously by people in the society but that’s wrong , sex is a different term we refer to sex 

aligning to one’s biological organs they could easily be identified by their biological organs for instance a male organ 

automatically puts you on a male category and a female organ on a female category whereas gender is more attributed to 

ones behaviors , roles and expressions thus despite the organ dictated one could decide to choose the appropriate gender 

some advocated parents should not give their children the gender they intend till the appropriate age where the child 

chooses the appropriate gender it was so sensitive giving rise to different theories and the roles of parents thereof . Perhaps 

we are never too soon to justify every bit of our actions, when the individual genius of mankind was unleased to a greater 

extent transformation rapidly took place and on statistics it is appropriate to give every person the right to identify 
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themselves the way they want as long as it makes them happy. Free thinkers ought to have given their opinions 

subjectively in a common sense of liberty, LGBTQI+ members could be amazing people, great thinkers, athletes, writers, 

politicians, lawyers, scientists, engineers, doctors, entrepreneurs, and on and on perhaps we can’t deny them their right to 

live freely in a conducive environment after all Jeremy Bentham on utilitarianism, the Government is there to protect what 

the people create and produce.  

 

CRITICISMS 

 

To explain to traditionalists or the conservatives about the LGBTQI+ and freedom to choose one’s own gender is never so 

easy, many have programmed their minds to totally disagree citing reasons and the stereotypes put by the society, more 

particularly citing religious reasons yet rationally we are subjected to certain norms of the scriptures as the Christians say 

don’t judge anyone and the interpretation of the Bible or any holy book is individually centered.  

 

A doctor in the United Kingdom gave a statement ''You can’t choose your gender'' This was one of the statements that 

sparked a wide criticism by most of the people who transgendered or identified themselves differently. In France the 

Government decriminalized any offence that hurts the sentiments of the people of a particular religion ,this is to guarantee 

total liberty , the freedom of expression is taken seriously by the Government and this has created a spike in the countries 

where people who  gave statement against the LGBTQI+ minority are punished in any way be it termination of contracts 

and on and on .Using a wrong pronoun is rather not a mistake , this subjects many people to a different environment where 

boys could no longer be called ''boys '' and girls too , there is rise of neutral pronouns hence more time is expected to be 

given for the people to get familiar with them . In Developing countries perhaps it is worse to say despite the effort of the 

Government they never pay attention to Gender identification issues and in fact they remain silent as the focus is taken 

lightly when the President of Uganda Museveni called the practice of the LGBTQI+ as inhumane it shows how their 

freedoms are suppressed, their voices never reached out rather never heard by the Government totally suppressing their 

rights , it has become a battle between the state and the LGBTQI+ people , the laws which influence their rights and gave 

them liberty in the Modern West are twisted in some of the post-colonial states to prescribe punishment for LGBTQI+ 

people and the society to protect their rights are never allowed in the country . They are treated as an issue being given 

names as 'sickened ' rather as minority to be protected by the state this rises tension between the international body and 

some of these countries.  

 

The ongoing controversy on liberalism is way smarter , when Cherie Deville was asked in an interview about her kind of 

work and the society stereotypes she answered in a minute citing The freedom to work , she works in an adult film 

company and fond of making the films she enjoys every moment expressing how easy her life is and the kind of work she 

does compared to a doctor or astronauts , particularly Cherie wants everybody to cherish the ideals of liberty and do 

whatever you think is right as long it is not illegal thus similarly with the people changing their gender they face a 

thorough serious judgmental comments as anti-Christ , sons of Lucifer , the New 666 and sorts of demonic names aligning 

their gender as unforgiveable sin by God this kind of comment irritates people never to reveal their true identity to the 

Public and does it secretly on interpersonal basis.  

 

Despite the anti-Religion claims, the perception on Sexual intercourse between the LGBTQI+ members are questioned to 

a level terming it unreasonable for God’s sake, the level of integrity and dignity is questioned way beyond anything and 

how is it possible in the first place. The Gender identification is portrayed as backed by the State to promote irresponsible 

sexual acts [sodomy] one pastor in East Africa gave a statement over a national TV condemning gay people hugely 

criticizing the practice as useless. When the Biden Administration came to power in the White House , the rights of 

women to use their bodies in a way they think appropriate are getting popular ,yes and the concern here lies on an exact 

point where the freedom to use the body is the center of the discussion more clearly the Law has to step in and make 

proper clarifications to turn down some of the statements given and rule in favor of the pro liberalism.  

 

It is unclear as to whether the extent of liberty is overarching but to make it clear , the identification process is simply the 

freedom guaranteed by Law to allow people though many out there especially the conservatives condemned it as a 

purposely act to confuse the society , more especially after they acknowledged and questioned the gender identification to 

be limited to male , female and transgender , they don’t want the hundred more to be added citing them nonsense , every 

claim made was countered . In the Contemporary World, the practice only promulgates the conspiracy theory formulated 

in the minds of the people, the leaders are condemned by the General public held responsible for the laws protecting the 

rights of the LGBTQI+ community, the Law is put to question and liberty is expected to be redefined once again.  

 

US Supreme Court Judge cited the law as an instrument meant for social morality therefore when the law is in position to 

grant the rights for everyone to identify in so many ways as transgender, non-binary gender, trans abled persons and so on, 
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this questions the meaning of the law itself. The critics however questioned initially the impacts of everything on the 

children who may be misled and this comes especially in times when the Scottish Parliament passed a bill to allow for 

self-identity which was blocked. Therefore conservatives, the far-right ones are ought to consider such laws which allow 

gender identification as fraud and a threat to the community citing social morality as a basis of Law.  

 

CONCLUSION 

  

It is therefore with understanding that the society is structured and built on an ideal, this ideal is the symbol of the society 

and the people, it is with the ideal that the society is kept alive. This questions what’s the law all about and does it really 

mean the society is not supposed to change? What about allowing liberal ideas to flourish freely, what about all the 

transformations made so far as the result of the Liberty, the slavery was stopped citing some religious grounds and liberty 

at core as it encompasses the idea that everyone is born equal with inalienable rights.  

 

There has been a motion of promotion of ideas that’s why the parliament has got political parties and the university too, 

this is an indication that the society is structured to allow new ideas a part of the nation building. Law influences every 

aspect of our lives economically , socially and politically hence we ought to allow with no symbol of rejection however 

the result delivered always turns to be our first enemy , the law gives us liberty and in turn the result is the freedom to 

choose one’s own gender , this is similar when Phyllis Schlafly ,anti-feminist , she was never ready to uphold to the new 

terms and blocked the bill to be ratified in the constitution by advocating that women are better off protected than equal , 

this shows how vulnerable we are and in democracy where the majority rules and minority is protected it happens be 

sensitive when we are not ready for the changes . It is obvious the laws can’t be in your favor, moreover it can’t be good 

the law is made to be fair thus it calls in different people satisfying the needs thereof. It is way more sophisticated to 

understand the law than denounce it in the name of immorality. 
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